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“The Gift“ (2019) 

Produced by Diego Hdez. 
Recorded in Berlin, Leipzig and Tenerife 
Written by EvilMrSod 
 
EvilMrSod: vocals, guitar, drums 

Diego Hdez.: guitar, vocals, banjo, 
percussion, lap steel, sitar, organ, 
harmonica 

Virginia Hdez., Beatriz Triviño, Christian 
Bormann Díaz: backing vocals on “(I’ve 
Seen The) Inverted Cross)  

Photography and Design:  
RockAttitudeDesigns 

TRACKLIST: 
01 Murder Ballad 
02 You Gotta Sin To Get Saved 
03 Come Clean 
04 Crack Pipe 
05 First To Be The Last 
06 Plahn  
07 (I've Seen The) Inverted Cross 
08 Dark & Dry  
09 Murder Dub 
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EvilMrSod 
“The Gift” 

Redemption is something Pablo Rivero 
aka EvilMrSod has never really been 
interested in. Up until now. His new album 
The Gift, released on February 18th on  
Keep It A Secret (GER) and Discos 
Delejos (SP) takes the howling and 
growling Country-Punk on the righteous 
path, well, at least somewhat. But it 
wouldn't be EvilMrSod if it didn't all start 
with a murder, followed by some drug use: 
“Murder Ballad” and “Crack Pipe” take you 
down to the bayou into a seedy blues joint 
where PJ Harvey hangs out with Howlin 
Wolf and Waylon Jennings, feet stomping 
and amps crackling. 

“You Gotta Sin To Get Saved” EvilMrSod 
knows, so he at least got the first part 
covered, although the satanic gospel “(I've 
Seen The) Inverted Cross” leaves it kind of 
open, who will be his savior after all.    

Without any unnecessary gloss and polish, 
EvilMrSod lets his songs shine in all their 
rustic glory, his crooning voice and steel-
string always front and center while 
harmonicas, banjos, slide-guitars, stomp 
boxes and even a sitar make up the 
background orchestra. Although produced 
between Leipzig and Tenerife, you could 
swear this album was conceived and 
mixed somewhere between the Delta and 
Chi-Town. The Gift is a wild ride through 
Blues, Country, Gospel, Folk, despair, 
desire and satanic panic. And it just keeps 
on giving.   
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